
Overview Enterprise Data Distribution

Need to knock a few million dollars 
off your market data budget?
Store Market Data Once, Use it Everywhere
Xignite Enterprise Data Distribution is a fully managed, cloud-based 

solution designed to help financial institutions centralize, distribute, 

and track global access to market and reference data internally.



The Challenge—Volume, Complexity and Compliance
Market data infrastructures have developed over time to provide a multitude of benefits. However, frameworks based on 
large, complex infrastructure are poorly equipped to meet today’s evolving requirements for enterprise data access and 
application development. 

Global access. It can be difficult for market data groups to easily, cost-effectively extend complex infrastructure to all 
users and business units. And, data is often managed in “silos” that restrict access even further. 

Application development. Developers seeking to integrate market data into new applications can be hindered by the 
costs and complexity of managing large-scale feeds. And, simply getting the data that individual applications need 
becomes a time-consuming IT project. 

What if you could easily and effectively serve every unique application and business unit with precisely the data 
they need, when and how they need it—without additional infrastructure or IT resources?

Now You can.

Emergence of a New Solution 
Today, cloud-based technologies and the growth of web services are rapidly transforming how data and applications are 
stored, accessed and integrated. Xignite is the pioneer in cloud-based technology and the development of web services 
for market data delivery. Today, Xignite’s platform offers over 1,000 financial data APIs, across over 50 web services, to 
customers around the globe. This proven technology is now available on a private-label basis, delivered as a managed 
market data cloud platform service, Enterprise Data Distribution.

How Does Enterprise Data Distribution Work? 
Xignite’s Enterprise Data Distribution solution is a managed market data cloud platform service that simplifies and 
expands access to data throughout the enterprise. 

Drives adoption and re-use of data across the organization, through easy-to-use APIs and download capabilities. 

•	 Provides	support	for	all	data	types—fast	(real-time),	complex	(reference)	and	big	(historical).	

•	 Scalable	cloud	architecture	serves	users	worldwide.	

•	 Control	access,	identify	cost	savings	and	eliminate	duplication,	through	the	platform’s	entitlements,	tracking	 
and reporting service layers.
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An API Catalog for All Your Market Data
With Xignite Enterprise Data Distribution, developers and users can pull data into portals, proprietary in-house systems 
and apps in a matter of minutes. There’s no infrastructure required. Data is delivered via a catalog of shared, easy-to-use 
APIs offering XML, JSON, REST or SOAP interfaces, as well as support for FTP and native vendor file formats. This approach 
eliminates costly software, hardware and maintenance while providing instant scalability.

Drive Data Adoption and Efficiency
By making your existing sources and repositories easy to find, access and integrate by in-house development teams, you 
encourage adoption of these resources and eliminate the temptation for duplication. Regular, consistent use of existing 
resources leverages your investment in data management and reduces duplicate data purchases across your organization.

Benefits
Get the benefits of a managed solution. Xignite manages the cloud architecture and web services, and you retain 
complete control over your data, user entitlements and usage. 

No added infrastructure. Free your team of the time and cost associated with adding and maintaining more 
infrastructure to meet new demands. 

Manage and track data usage. Administrative dashboard displays detailed analytics on usage, performance and reliability.  

Accelerate application development. Developers can integrate data through easy-to-use APIs that provide them with 
precisely	the	market	data	they	need,	in	the	output	language	their	applications	require	(e.g.,	JSON,	REST/SOAP,	CSV/Excel).	
With easy access to the data, your developers can create apps in weeks not months.

Scale easily, cost effectively. Leverage the inherent scalability and elasticity of cloud computing, to serve increases in 
demand without adding more service layers and infrastructure. 

Cloud-based enterprise data distribution
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Today’s demands call for a new model in data delivery. 
Access to timely information is critical to success in the financial industry. It is essential for virtually every function in a 
financial services firm, and companies spend a great deal of time and money to obtain, organize and distribute market data. 

Despite the investment in data infrastructure, however, it is difficult for legacy distribution environments to keep pace 
with changing requirements and the drive to continually offer new applications and services. 

While business units are racing to develop new applications to stay ahead of the competition, legacy systems must 
continuously be scaled and modified to power them.

About Xignite, Inc.
Xignite is the leading provider of market data cloud solutions. Our mission is to power and inspire the next generation 
of financial applications. The Xignite Market Data Cloud fulfills more than six billion requests per month and offers 
more than 40 financial web services APIs providing real-time, historical, and reference data across all asset classes. 
Xignite’s APIs power financial applications, mobile apps, websites and operational functions for more than 1,000 clients 
worldwide. The company’s award-winning platform also powers private label data distribution solutions for financial 
institutions, market exchanges and data vendors.


